
 

TSV CHAMPIONSHIPS 2015, DINGLEY 

Under the supervision of referee Ande Hutchinson and the organizing committee lead by Graeme 
Heath and assisted by Rob Hughes and Paul Kleverlaan, the TSV Championships were successfully 
staged at Dingley Tennis Club. 

Weather conditions were sunny with light breezes on days one and two of the tournament, 
however, on Sunday and Monday extremely strong winds tested the patience and skill of the 
participants. On the Sunday, gusts in excess of 60 kph swept across the state. Many of the players 
said it was dreadful as it was the strongest winds in which they had played tennis. 

The tournament was well patronized by interstate players and, at the presentation ceremony, Paul 
Kleverlaan thanked all players for participating, particularly those players from interstate and the 
Dingley Tennis Club for the use of its facilities. He was supported by many of the players in their 
acceptance comments when receiving their trophies.  

The Ward Hillier Memorial Trophy was presented to Hayden Rees, winner of the 70+ singles. The 
trophy was introduced in 2010 to honour the contribution made to Tennis Seniors over many years 
by Ward who represented Australia on many occasions and who was a regular participator and a 
winner of many events in past TSV Championships. The perpetual Trophy was awarded to Chris 
O’Mara (TSQ), a recent winner of two world championship events, who won the 45+ Men’s singles. 

 Chris, Hayden and Jill Meggs won three events at these Championships and several other players 
enjoyed success (with their partners) in two events. These include Margaret Harris (singles and 
mixed doubles), Belinda Kleverlaan (singles and mixed doubles), Sheryl Kerwick (singles and 
women’s doubles), Len Little who won two men’s doubles, and Andrew Kotnik (singles and men’s 
doubles). 

There were several outstanding matches where the scores did not support the closeness of play. The 
longest match was the battle between Ian Thomas and Phil Brophy where Ian emerged the winner in 
well over three hours, 6-7(6), 6-4, 6-1. Jarrod Broadbent and Steven Foote played a great close 
match with Jarrod winning 1 and 2. Michael Russell (TSQ) defeated Dom Gambaro in a tough three 
set match, 6-1, 2-6, 7-6(5), in three hours.  

The next tournament to be organized by TSV will be the TSV Grasscourt Championships to be held at 
Yarrawonga in November (23rd to 27th). The courts are excellent, the weather in this part of Australia 
in November is brilliant with lots of sightseeing for those who want to combine some rest with 
vineyards and wine and cheese tasting available. Come and get some practice in readiness for the 
Australian Championships to be held at nearby Shepparton in January. You’ll enjoy the hospitality 
and the magnificent courts. All details are on the TSV website or the Fact Sheet on the ITF website. 

Winners  

Men’s Singles 

35+ Andrew Kotnik (TSV) 



40+ Jarrod Broadbent (TSV) 

45+ Chris O’Mara (TSQ) 

50+ Michael Russell (TSQ) 

55+ Stephen Packham (TSV) 

60+ Ian Thomas (TSV) 

65+ Neville Rodwell (ACT) 

70+ Hayden Rees (TSV) 

75+ John Mansfield (TSV) 

80+ Les Hodson (TSV) 

Men’s Doubles 

35+ Andrew Kotnik (TSV)/ James O’Haire (0TSV) 

40+ Paul Kleverlaan (TSV) / Chris O’Mara (TSQ) 

50+ Roger Spraggon (TSNSW)/James Stormon (TSNSW) 

55+ Len Little (TSV) / George Penny (TSV) 

60+  Len Little (TSV) / Terry McLean (TSV) 

70+ Dennis Bindon (TSNSW) / Hayden Rees (TSV) 

Women’s Singles 

35+ Belinda Kleverlaan (TSV) 

50+ Jill Meggs (TSV) 

60+ Sheryl Kerwick (TSV) 

70+  Margaret Harris (TSV) 

Women’s Doubles 

35+ Julie Fidler (TSV) / Jill Meggs (TSV) 

60+ Sheryl Kerwick (TSV) / Mandy Morgan (TSV) 

Mixed Doubles 

35+ Belinda Kleverlaan (TSV) / Chris O’Mara (TSQ) 

45+ Jill Meggs (TSV) /Stephen Sharp (TSV) 

60+ Margaret Harris (TSV) / Hayden Rees (TSV) 

Photographs provided by the referee Ande Hutchinson. 
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Hayden Rees receiving the Ward Hillier Trophy 
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